Our Supporters

All contributions listed below were made in Fiscal Year 2021, between July 1, 2020 and June 30, 2021.

While we strive to be as accurate as possible, please contact us at development@sfparksalliance.org with any corrections or omissions.

$100,000 and up
Amazon
Crankstart
Senator Dianne Feinstein and Mr. Richard Blum
Hellman Foundation
Rebecca Reeve and Cal Henderson

$50,000 to $99,999
Brian and Leslie Baker
Carla and David Crane
The Rock Foundation

$25,000 to $49,999
Boston Properties
Lisa Bransten
Ed and Nancy Conner
Dana and Robert Emery
Christine and Curtis Gardner
Grants for the Arts
Hanson Bridgett, LLP
San Francisco Forty Niners
Twitter, Inc.
Jim Warner Foundation

$10,000 to $24,999
Christina Anne Adams
Ardea Fund
John and Katrina Clifford
Tom and Linda Coates
Dale Stancliff Fund
Mardi Dier
Oz Erickson and Rina Alcalay
Bert Galleno and Lareina Yee
Sarah and Joseph Gallo
HalfMyDAF
Hunter Family Foundation
John Pritzker Family Fund
Diana Kapp and David Singer
Hannah Kellogg
Sonia King
Ranee Lan and Jeremy Liew
George and Judy Marcus
Kathy Marshall
Mary Miner
John M. Sanger
Laura and Greg Spivy
Sports Basement
Dr. Ingrid Tauber
The Humanist Fund
TMG Partners
$5,000 to $9,999

Catherine Allen Oakman
Sarah and Mark Anderson
Paul L. Askounis
Linda and James Assalino
Loretta Ann Banks
Leith and Stewart Barry
David Bell
Alan Braverman and Pamela Lifsm
Lesley Bunim and Michael Jensen
Carolina Cayetano
Yue Ya Chen
Steve and Cassidie Clayton
Leah Culver
Daniele and Janine De Iuliis
Pamela Demartini
Edward Dicks
Christopher Doerhoff
Brooks H. Doggett
Mr. Sean Dowdall and David Landis
Randa Dudum
Martha Ehrenfeld and Carla McKay
Suzanne Feyock
fnrch fnrch and Gail Gabioti
Jaclyn and Chris Gallo
Ignatius Gerodias

Chris Guillard and Heather Guillard
Jacqueline Hansted
Sophie Middlebrook
Hayward and Boe
Hayward
Margaret and William Hearst
Joan Marie Holsten-Alkhraieset and Mr. Donald Holsten
Leslie and George Hume
Kathleen and Christopher Jackson
Sean Johnson
Shira Karman
The Karp-Haahr Family
John and Tina Keker
Alex Leff
Lesbians for Good of Horizons Foundation
Richard Levy
Kathleen Linburn
Greta and Raina Macaire
Alexandra and Kevin Marchetti
Annette Margolis
Anna Mayorova-Rezaei
Lea McGeever
Mimi and Peter Haas Fund
Gale Mondry and Bruce Cohen
Mariko Nakanishi
Katherine Neumer

Kelly Nice and Maureen Holt
PSN Charitable Trust
Dr. Kathleen Welsh and Dr. Bill Plautz
Tracey Purcell
James Redmond
Reuben, Junius & Rose LLP
Bronwen Russell
San Francisco Bicycle Coalition
Schools of the Sacred Heart
Geoffrey D. Scott
Susan Simon
Gregory Skikos
Claire and Holden Spaht
Spin
Kelson
Andrea Tofanelli
Carmelita and Maggie Tursi
Nancy Valente
Tracy Walters
Diane B. Wilsey
Aaron and Jordan Winer
Dorothy Yeung
Helena Carmena Young
Yvette Zee
ANONYMOUS
Apple Matching Gifts Program
Thomas and Lily Beischer
$2,500 to $4,999
Apple Matching Gifts Program
Thomas and Lily Beischer Caroline Brinckerhoff and Robin Brinckerhoff Robert and Susie Buckley Juliana Bunim Rosemary Cameron and David Perper Allison Dawson Dagmar Dolby Kimberly Ellis and Campbell Judge

Charles Eggert Paul and Karen Eggert Joseph Ellin and Jacqueline Aiken Cobie and Lillian Everdell F Three Foundation Liz and Mark Farrell Maureen Flaherty Sarah G. Flanagan Mrs. Ceseli and Mr. Hugh Foster Andrew Francis Erik Gaensler and Shelley Marks Phil and Emily Ginsburg David Golden Lisa and Douglas Goldman Fernando Gonzalez and Lucy Phuong Carrie and John Goodman Marritje and James Greene Marsha and Ralph Guggenheim Michelle and Jody Harris

Stephen Ellis Steven Ganz and Judy Tick Steve and Mary Gorski Sara G. Griffith Holly Hagens and Todd Sisitsky Douglas Hanks Asiff Hirji and Sarah Wigglesworth Jaime Jones Sasson and David Sasson Bob and Joan McGrath

Thayer Meicler Danielle Ochs Hannah Ochs Jason Pellegrini Laurie Poston and Brian Ferrall Robin Rahe and Nikon Alexa J Rahe Katherine Tick John and Margaret Ware Neil West Lee and Peggy Zeigler

$1,000 to $2,499
Katharine Albright and Jacob Schatz Alice Phelan Sullivan Corporation Architectural Resources Group Ballast Investments Mr. Arjun Banker and Mrs. Monica Sanga Laurence and Miriam Baskin Bob and Daphne Bransten Jennifer A. Buttimer and Nicholas M. Scharf John Cavanaugh and Julie Look Kate and Timothy Clem Ben Cochran and Carolyn and Chris Colpitts Ari and Srinivas Daman Cathy and Sandy Dean Tara Delaney and T. Jason Anderson Caroline and Michael Donohue

Mollie Gardner Hector and Bill Hector Chris Hepner Anne and Dennis Herrera Shiela Hingorani Andrew and Mairead Homan Nora L. Gibson and William L. Hudson Tim Hurley Rick and Carolyn Hutchinson Stephen Kempainen Paul M. Banas and L. Jasmine Kim Elizabeth King Stuart Kogod and Denise Garone Randall Laroche and David Laudon Laura and Sloan Larsen Robert Lawrence Nancy Leavens Stephanie Lim Joyce Lin-Conrad Marie and Barry Lipman Marie and Barry Lipman Lori Livingston and Randy
Livingston
Diane and Dave Luders
Marcia and Lawrence Lusk
Michael and Lilian Lynch
Maureen McAvoy and Brian Elliott
Pat and Susie McBaine
Jennifer McCormick
Erin Medlin and Andrew Miklas
The Purple Lady/Barbara J. Meislin Fund
Suzanne and Kurt Melchior
Louise Mozingo
Leslie and Brendan O’Neil
Richard and Susan Olness
Barbara and John Osterweis
Will and Julie Parish
Melissa Partin and Samuel Meder
JaMel and Tom Perkins
Philadelphia Financial Management of San Francisco
Patric and Mary Powell
Jonathan Rewers
Angela and Michael Rice
Helen and Thomas Rohlen
Richard Rothman
Neil Rudolph and Susan Cluff
Sue Ann Schiff
Carrie Schwab-Pomerantz and Gary Pomerantz
Tim Seufert and Yolanda Molette
George B. Shott
Geri Siegel
Dan and Katherine Simon
Marcia and Richard Swain
Robin Swartout
Cissie Swig
Swinerton Foundation
T. B. Walker Foundation
The Philip & Lisa Bailey Fund
Anna Nordberg and Brantley Thompson
Erica and Clayton Timbrell
Alex Tourk
Jo Ann and Jay Townsend
Karen and Anthony Varnhagen
Jeffrey Wartell and Kelly Bourke
Lee Anne and Christopher Weldon
Greg Wendt and Lisa Wendt
Doug Wertheimer and Beth Mitchner
Minott and Ashley Wessinger
Nancy Weston and Bill Euphrat
Wells Whitney
Donald and Annette Wild
Robyn J. Wilkinson and Steven Linde
Heidi Zak

$500 to $999
Kathryn Agarwal
Mary Allen
Patricia B. Allen
Kenneth and Felicia Aron
Bank of America Matching Gifts Program
Therese Banks
Brianna Y Barlock and Steve Barlock
Drew Becher and Eric Lochner
Constance Bernstein
Sandra and Paul Bessieres
Jean Bogiages
Kirk Bradley
Bernard and Joelle Brasseur
Mollie Brown
Eunice Chee
Howard Chung
Lindsey Coonan
MDL Levy Corp
Gene D’Ovidio
Brett and Deanna Davalos
Laryn and Andres Dorronsoro
Joyce M. Dubay
Dunn & Bradstreet
eBay, Inc. Matching Gifts
Patrick and Erin Ebeling
Regina Ernst
John J. Farrell and Lena Farrell
Kelly and Matthew Ferriss
Ms. Bonnie and Bonnie Fisher
David and Vicki Fleishhacker
James and Carolyn Forsyth
Matthew McKelvey and
Rei Nulud
Michael Montgomery
and Sarah Ives
Lynne Hara Moon
Megan Moore
N Moore
Robert and Lynne Myers
Joseph Najpaver
Linda Nanbu
Farley Neuman and
Sheila Brown
Bill Newmeyer
Marthe Norwich
Anne and Steven
Pantelick
David Pearl
Anne Marie and Wylie
Peterson
Amy Rabbino and Neal
Rubin
Sally A. Maske and Chris
Radich
Kathleen and Corey
Raffel
Lindsay and Alex Ramsay
Kevin Reed
Stasia and Derek
Reisfield
Paul Renard
Melissa Reyna and Justin
Reyna
Michael and Alicia
Rockefeller
Barbara H. Rosston
Pamela and Chris
Rupright
Jonathan Russell and
Lindsay MacFee
Kate Sanger and
Brandon Yoder
Colin and Jenny Schmidt
Melanie Sengupta
Steve Silvestri and
Hunter and Laura Sims
Rebecca Skrak
Dan Slaughter
Sarah Smith
Don and Monica St. Pierre
Deirdre and Matthew
Stack
Joyce and Jay Strauss
Laura Subin
Sachleben Sullivan
Family Fund
Chuan Tang and Ms. Lijia
Chang
Claudio Tarchi and
Elizabeth Aguilar
The Dolphin Swimming
and Boating Club
Sarah Trapnell
Twitter Matching Gifts
Martin Vanderlaan
Visa USA, Inc.
David Watson and Paula
Champagne
Craig Weissman and
Susan Whitecotton
Kim Wells
Amy Whelan
Andrew and Billie
Wiesenthal
Nancy Wiltzek and
Gregory Mendez
Lara K. Witter and Curt
Sigfstead
Michael Yarne